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 INTRODUCTION
At the present time, the genetic evaluation of beef cattle for growth uses a multiple-trait model
(MTM) with traits defined at certain ages of animals (BIF, 1996), e.g., at birth, 205, 365, and
550 days. Because ages at actual weights rarely fit the defined traits, weights obtained at ages
close to those defined are pre-adjusted, and other weights are discarded. The pre-adjustment is
only for means but not for variances.

Currently, there is an interest in longitudinal models for beef cattle, where weights at all ages
can be accommodated. Varona et al. (1997) fit a growth curve to a Bayesian model. Meyer
(2000) analyzed continuous growth using random regression models (RRM). Albuquerque and
Meyer (2001) estimated parameters of RRM for the same breed as in this study. Evaluation by
RRM may be more accurate than by MTM because all weights can be accommodated directly
with appropriate (co)variances. However the actual gains in accuracy are unknown as none of
the above studies attempted the evaluation with large data sets. 

Computer programs used for genetic evaluation by RRM in dairy are complicated and
extensively optimized (Jamrozik and Schaeffer, 2000; Lidauer et al. 1999).  In beef cattle,
RRM are different than in dairy because of correlated direct and maternal additive effects. No
specific software is available for RRM in beef cattle. Tsuruta et al. (2001) developed a
program BLUP90IOD that can analyze large data sets by iteration on data techniques that use
preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) iteration for a variety of models. Such a program
allows for implementation of RRM without any additional programming but its properties for
applications in beef cattle RRM are unknown. The first goal of this study was to implement the
genetic evaluation of weights for a large population of beef cattle by RRM using BLUP90IOD.
The second goal was to compare these evaluations with those obtained from by a multi-trait
evaluation. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data. Data were collected by the Brazilian Zebu Breeders Association (ABCZ) and provided by
the Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation (EMBRAPA). The data consisted of records on
619,989 Nellore animals that were the progeny of 11,847 sires, and 273,263 dams raised under
Brazilian pasture conditions. The records were collected from 1975 to 1999. Traits considered
were birth weight (BW), 10 to 110 d weight (W1 or weight at 60 d), 102 to 202 d weight (W2 or
weight at 152 d), 193 to 293 d weight  (W3 or weight at 243 d), 283 to 383 d weight (W4 or
weight at 333 d), 376 to 476 d weight (W5 or weight at 426 d), 467 to 567 d weight (W6 or weight
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at 517 d), 551 to 651 d weight (W7 or weight at 601 d), and 633 to 733 d weight (W8 or weight at
683 d). All animals had records on BW, 51% had records on W4, and only 6% had records on W8.
The mean (SD) varied from 29 (2.6) kg for BW to 328 (61) kg for W8.

Models. Two models were used for analyses: MTM and RRM. MTM was:
y cg aod d m mpe eijkpt it jt kt pt pt ijkpt= + + + + +

where yijkpt = t-th weight preadjusted for age in age-of-dam class j of animal k and dam p; cgit =
fixed effects of contemporary group i and weight t; aodjt = fixed effects of age of dam class j
and weight t; dkt = random direct genetic effect of animal k and weight t; mpt and mpept =
random maternal genetic and maternal permanent environment effect of dam p and weight t;
eijkpt = random residual effect. The direct and maternal genetic effects were assumed correlated.
RRM  was:
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where yijkmp = weight of animal k by dam p at age-of-animal m in contemporary group i and
age-of-dam class j; cg, aod, d, m, mpe are effects as described before, age = fixed effect of age;
pe = random effect of permanent environment,  r = random effect of error; zm  = coefficients of
cubic Legendre polynomial for age m; and eijkmp = residual effects. For age m corresponding to
trait t, the following were approximately equivalent:
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Parameters for both models were estimated in a previous study from a sample data set.
Estimates by RRM and MTM were generally similar although important differences were
found for variances of birth weight, weight at > 600 d, and for genetic correlations. 

Optimizations
Orthogonalization. Consider the random regressions part of a model for one effect as: 
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where zi  =i-th covariable; aij = ith regression for effect j. If V and D are eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of 

Goj = V′ D V, 
 random regressions can be transformed as 

z′aj = z′VV′aj= z*′a*j, 
where z*= V′ z are new covariables; aj* = V′ aj  is the new regression vector for effect j. The
covariance structure for the effect j is diagonal: Var (aj*) = D.  Such a transformation can be
done separately for each effect. In this case, covariables for each effect are no longer identical
because they depend on Go for a particular effect. Regressions corresponding to diagonals close
to 0 can be dropped from the model. After the diagonalization, solutions are computed on a
new scale. The solutions on the original scale can be obtained as aj = V a*j.
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Eliminating error effect. In the RRM, the error was modeled as a fixed residual and a variable
effect r. The combined value of the residual + error variance was 

2ˆ'2ˆ eRzze σσ +=
∗ , 

where R = (co)variance matrix of residual effects, 2ˆeσ  = residual variance;  z = vector of
covariables. The effect r can be eliminated if the variable residual variance is implemented in
the model as a weight.

Computing Procedures. Some analyzes used a sample of the complete data set consisting of
21,055 animals with 71,867 records. Solutions for a sample and the complete data set were
computed by BLUP90IOD (Tsuruta et al., 2001). Two convergence criteria were used: 10-10

and 10-12.  Solutions for the sample data set were also obtained by program BLUPF90 (Misztal,
2001) with solutions obtained by the sparse-matrix factorization package FSPAK90 (Misztal
and Perez-Enciso, 1998). This program computed exact solutions in the absence of numerical
errors. MTM analyzes used only 5 weights while RRM used all weights. Correlations were
computed for five traits and direct and maternal effects separately.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initially, analyses were performed on the sample data set. For MTM, the correlations of EPDs
obtained with BLUPF90 and BLUP90IOD were > .999, but the same correlations for the original
RRM were <0.27 when convergence criterion was set to 10-10 and < 0.43 when set to10-12. Thus,
the PCG iteration was very accurate for the MTM but not accurate for the RRM. In general, the
RRM may have poor numerical properties due to a large number of equations especially when
(co)variance matrices are ill-conditioned. Lidauer et al. (1999) reported that estimation of breeding
values with RRM required greater accuracy in the solutions of mixed model equations than with
the single trait animal model. 

For the additive effects, three eigenvalues were close to 0, and one eigenvalue was close to 0 in
each of the remaining effects. Small eigenvalues indicated that parameters of RRM were indeed
poorly conditioned and also indicated potential of reducing the number of effects in the model.
After the orthogonalization, low correlations remained until the covariance matrices were recreated
as VD*V′, where D* was like D but with small eigenvalues set to 0. Afterwards, the correlations
for RRM increased to .979 when convergence criterion was set to 10-10 and to .998 when set to10-

12. This indicated that the orthogonalization and stricter convergence criterion were essential in
obtaining numerically accurate EPDs from RRM by iteration. When effects corresponding to very
small eigenvalues were dropped from the model, the correlations remained the same but memory
and computing time requirements were reduced more than 2 times. 

Table 1 shows correlations of EPDs obtained from MTM and RRM. Somewhat higher correlations
(0.92-0.94) were obtained for sires with >=20 progeny. Higher correlations were expected, and in
particular, a correlation close to 1.0 was expected for birth weight  (W1), for which no
preadjustment is needed and therefore MTM is optimal. In subsequent tests, solutions by MTM
and RRM were obtained using only data for W1.The correlations between RRM and MTM for W1
were .86 for the direct effect and .70 for the maternal effect. Therefore, differences between RRM
and MTM are largely due to differences in parameter estimates used in both models.  
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Table 1. Estimated correlations between EPDs from MTM and RRM by BLUP90IOD, and
corresponding computing costs

Data set Effects Traits Memory Time 
W1 W2 W3 W5 W7 RRM | MTM RRM | MTM

Direct .86 .86 .86 .87 .85Sample Maternal .80 .81 .80 .85 .85 24M | 30M 1.25h | 2h

Direct .87 .89 .89 .87 .86
Complet

e Maternal .85 .86 .88 .85 .84 339M | 478M 36h | 5 d

 
CONCLUSIONS
Genetic evaluation for growth in large populations of beef cattle by RRM is technically possible.
However, genetic values by RRM can be poor because of 1) poor numerical properties, and 2)
poor estimates of parameters. Numerical properties may be improved by orthogonalization. Good
parameters may be hard to obtain directly by estimation with RRM, and may have to be
constructed from estimates from MTM + heuristics (Misztal et al., 2000) 
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